Please find enclosed a protective face mask.
Please wash this mask before use. This mask is
only to be used for short periods of time when
absolutely necessary (eg supermarket trips
during an epidemic / pandemic). It must be
washed immediately after each use in cold or
warm laundry detergent or soapy water (but not
dish detergent).
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High risk persons should not use these masks to
do any tasks they are advised against, eg visiting
supermarket. However, in the event they need eg
cancer treatment, they can be worn as a last
resort when no N95 masks are available.
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This mask is NOT the same as an N95 mask
however it does have an outer layer that is water
resistant. This mask may help those unknowingly
infected spread a virus by coughing or spitting on
to surfaces. To a lesser extent it may be helpful
in stopping airborne droplets being breathed in
and stop people touching their mouths.
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To wear, place both elastic loops over your head.
One sits on the lower neck and one on the head.
Adjust the knot if needed. Pinch the nose wire
around your nose to get a tight seal.
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This mask is not medically approved and should
only be worn at your own risk. Viruses can also
be transferred via surfaces and enter the body in
many ways other than the mouth so this in no
way guarantees any protection. It is just meant
as a means of defence when no medically
approved masks are available.
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